Heritage Meeting.

Before I begin and knowing some of the previous work the Lillies family were involved with horticultural speaking I believe they would be rolling over in their graves given the installation of this zip line on the land they so cherished in the world of Horticulture and would never be part of any mission statement that they would have been a part off.

I have sat here and listened to testimony from the legal counsel of Heritage repeatedly and Heritage itself state the platforms are not structures upon which this zip line course has been placed upon. It has been stated that a picture is worth 10,000 words. So I submit pictures that show threaded rods that give the appearance that they were placed inside of 4 drilled holes in two live trees in order to be put in place supports to hold the platform at its main gathering place.

The pictures here have been verified by me to be factual and truthful as to what we are being told has not been done at this zip line placement and that no platform has been attached to any live trees by any such means. These pictures were taken by Mr. DiPersio on May 30 at my request to provide a more honest and truthful visual appearance of this zip line course and question the integrity of the sworn comments we are hearing at this public hearing, representing Heritage, if the visual appearance of how the threaded rods are in affect taking the weight of the platform above is factual as it appears to be when observing them from the ground under this platform. Can we obtain some measure of how these threaded rods and nuts were placed into the trees other than by drilling a hole to insert them?

Thank you for this time to speak

[Signature]
More pictures

Subject: More pictures
From: Carlo DiPersio <carlodipersio1234@gmail.com>
Date: 5/30/2019, 1:59 PM
To: Carl Johansen <anglerjj@comcast.net>
The Adventure Park at Heritage Museums & Gardens in Sandwich opened in 2015 but was shut down after a judge ruled in August that the park constituted an "unlawful use." Heritage is now seeking a special permit from the zoning board to reopen the park as a "small-scale community outdoor recreation facility." [MERRILY CASSIDY/CAPE COD TIMES FILE]
Subject: Pictures
From: Carlo DiPersio <carlodipersio1234@gmail.com>
Date: 5/30/2019, 1:58 PM
To: Carl Johansen <anglerjj@comcast.net>

Hi Carl,
Be sure and let me know that you received these pictures. I think it is threaded rod that goes right through the tree.
Best,
Carlo